How to Fit Venetian Blinds

Remove all packaging and check you have all the
parts for installation. Contact us if anything is
missing. 01908 503 482 / or contact form link.
http://www.meritblinds.co.uk/contact.html
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Attach the swivel brackets along the width of the head rail spacing them out
evenly and avoiding any cord /ladder strings or wand controls. Use the
diagram below as a guide.

NB Attach the
brackets by
turning the
leaver / swinging
arm clockwise.
Tilt the bracket
so that it slides
under the inside
of the head rail.
Lock by turning
leaver to the left.

Check the depth of any handles or obstructions

Offer the head rail to the window where you plan to fit and mark the bracket
positions.

Drill holes and use any appropriate Rawl plugs and screws.

Take off the brackets by moving the leavers over to the right and reversing actions to put them on.

Screw the brackets into position.

Offer the head rail up to the brackets hooking the front of the head rail onto the front of the brackets.
Twist the head rail backwards so it locates into the back of the bracket.

Turn the leaver to
the left so that it
locks into position.

Box Fixing Brackets- Often used on Wooden Venetian Blinds
These brackets come
in pairs a left and right
hand bracket.
and if a window is
wide, support
brackets will be
supplied. The brackets
have a multiple fixing
points. Squeeze the
front edges to open the
front flap.

Decide where you are going to fit the blind. Take any obstacles into account. Side
fitting is useful, but other options are possible depending upon your window.

NB The head rail must be installed not less that 1.5 meters from the floor for blinds safety.

Mark out holes and drill.*
*Tip Be careful with the chuck of the drill if drilling in the recess ceiling.
Fit the Rawl plugs and the brackets in place.

*Tip Be careful when fitting the support brackets not to place them in positions that
could interfere with the cord lock/ cord or ladder.

Attach any pelmet clips if any are supplied onto the head rail.

Slide the blind into place so that it fits into the brackets. Close the flap on either side.

If no clips are
supplied the blind
will come with
Velcro.

Blinds Safety Breakaway Condenser

Take off the pieces
the Velcro and
attach the Pelmet/
Fascia.

The blind is fitted with a
breakaway condenser. If the cord
is pulled too hard, the condenser
breaks apart.

How to Put The Breakaway Condenser Back Together

If there are two cords, press the each
side of the condenser together until they
click back together.
If there are three cords, put them into
on one side of the condenser and close.
If there are four cords, place one cord
on one side of the condenser and the
other cords on the side, Close the
condenser.

How To Operate Your Blind/s

Always lift or lower the blind
with the slats in the open
position.
To lower the blind, move the
cord across the face of the
blind and the cord lock will
release.
Tilting the slats is
achieved by on either
cord. One will open
and the other will close
the slats.

To lift the blind pull the cords
down until you get to the
desired position.

If Breakaway condenser is not fitted then safety cleat/
needs to be installed. Two will be supplied for longer
blinds.

This needs to be fitted at least 1.5 meters
from the floor. Cord need to wrapped
around in a fig

Additional Safety Considerations

Keep all beds, cots, highchairs or furniture away from any
blind cords and chains.
If any cords or chains are installed always ensure that any
safety device are always used and that they are out of the
reach of children.

